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Praise God from the heavens,
Praise God in the heights!
Praise God, all you angels,
Praise God,
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The Hartford Catholic Worker is published bimonthly by the St. Martin De
Porres Catholic Worker community. We are a lay community of Catholics
and like minded friends, living in the north end of Hartford, working and
praying for an end to violence and poverty. We are a 501c3 tax exempt
organization. We do not seek or accept state or federal funding. Our ability
to house the homeless, feed the hungry, and work with the children depends on contributions from our readers. We can be reached at: 18 Clark
St., Hartford CT 06120; (860) 724-7066, doucot@sbcglobal.net and www.
hartfordcatholicworker.org We are: Brian Kavanagh, Jacqueline, Christopher, Micah and Ammon Allen-Doucot.

St. Martin’s Calendar

W Please join us on the first Tuesday of every month (except July and August) for the celebration of
Eucharist. We gather at 7:30 at St. Brigid House, 18 Clark St. Our celebration is preceded by dinner at St.
Martin House if you would like to join us for dinner a heads up email is requested, but not required.
_ Please join us on Thursday, November 7 at 6PM for a “A Journey into the US Death Penalty through
Photographs and Firsthand Accounts” with former Catholic Worker Scott Langley. Scott is an activist with
Amnesty International and a human rights photojournalist.
J Please join us on Friday, November 22 from 5-8PM at the award winning Hooker Brewer, 16
Tobey Rd in Bloomfield (off Granby, south of Cottage Grove) for a pizza and beer fundraiser. For $20,
($10 21 and under), you get a bottomless glass of Hartford’s finest beer and ale, the best pizza in the region
from Harry’s, a Hartford Catholic Worker pint glass, and the warm fuzzy feeling of helping us out. For
tickets call or write us: (860) 724-7066, doucot@sbcglobal.net.
Please join Brian in his vigil for an end to war and torture. You can find him every Friday standing
outside the Federal Building on Main St. in Hartford. Bring an appropriate sign and an appropriate spirit.

Rooming with Jesus

Though he would have no clothing worth borrowing except for amusement,
He wouldn’t borrow yours and leave them unwashed.
He would forgive you for making impolite noises
and list to your overlong, untitled, unpublished and unpublishable autobiography with a
straight face.
When the rent was due, (what rent?) and you needed to render what was the landlord’s,
He would forgive and forget if you forgot or didn’t or couldn’t give.
And he would clean up after Himself, If you didn’t He would do it for you and you’d feel
guilty,
naturally,
and most certainly move out when he gave shelter to the homeless
or
you again. W
(ed note: If you join us for Eucharist the mysterious Mr. Blue is likely to be
in your company. Join us and see if you can figure out who he/she is. J)

T

Nicol e Sc h u lma n

Mr. Bl u e

o spend money on foolish desires comes more under the heading of destruction than of expenditure. God has given
us the authority to use our possessions, I admit, but only to the extent that it is necessary: He wishes them to be in
common. It is absurd that one man live in luxury when there are so many who labor in poverty.
-St. Clement of Alexandria, c. 202 C.E.

God Bless the Weeds

Christopher J. Doucot

With our lifeguard Ammon riding shotgun we pulled out of Hartford to begin summer in Voluntown.
In the back were two giggling six
year olds: Jamariah and Alisa. Jamariah is a Black girl with a generous
smile and an innocent face framed
by braided locks held together by
a dozen elastics with marble sized
red, blue and yellow beads. Alisa is
a winsome Puerto Rican girl who
could be a voice-over actor on a Saturday morning cartoon. As we sped
down Route 2 through Glastonbury,
a time when new campers, prompted by “the forest”, often
ask “are we there yet”,
Ali began singing in her
cartoonish, but normal,
voice:

Skip, skip, skip to my Lou,
Skip to my Lou, my darlin’.
Ali is neither possessed nor a
monster; just a precocious and guileless little kid who still believes a
shark bit off my finger and earnestly
checks every day to see how much
of it has grown back.
While I’ve been away at camp my
vegetable and flower garden behind
the Green House has suffered from
neglect. The roses are done blooming and are now nothing but a men-

Skip, skip, skip to my
Lou,
Skip to my Lou, my
darlin’.
Like a scratched record (readers under 40 ask
your parents) she continued
crooning past Colchester. When we exited 2
onto 395 North Jamariah
slid across the seat and
leaned into Alisa as the
truck turned 270 degrees.
Somehow our reorientation spurred
Ali to continue singing in a new, and
frighteningly familiar, voice. As she
sang:
Fly’s in the buttermilk,
Shoo, fly, shoo,
Fly’s in the buttermilk,
Shoo, fly, shoo,
I thought: Linda Blair? When I
looked in the rear view mirror to
make sure her head wasn’t spinning
she caught the unsettled look in my
eye and burst into laughter before
continuing

acing tangle of thorns. Some sort
of critter nibbled my Scotch bonnet
pepper plant down to its roots, Japanese beetles have eaten the leaves
of my sunflowers, the tomato plants
are stunted and the elegant stems of
some of my zinnias were unable to
withstand the merciless pounding of
a recent downpour.
Unfazed by the late Spring frost,
early summer monsoons, and the
suffocating mid-summer heat are
the morning glories. These ante meridiem blooming vines are resilient
and prolific. Though it has been ten
years since I’ve planted them I still
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pull up hundreds of morning glory
seedlings every season. If I miss just
one the vine will choke my carrot
tops, pull down my zinnias, blossom
and leave behind countless progeny
for me to pull up next year.
When I initially planted them I
chose them for their ability to flower
all season and to fill the chain link
fence with deep green leaves and
lavender blossoms, but now they are
just weeds.
A few weeks back Ammon and
I were sitting at a light on th Westbourne Parkway; the parkway’s
center island is lined with flowering
trees, ornamental Cherry
I think. We were at Albany Avenue, on the edge
of one of our nation’s
poorest neighborhoodsa “Weed and Seed neighborhood” according to
the sign hanging on a
telephone pole. We were
just a block from a very
different neighborhood
of massive mansions on
Scarborough St.
Ammon chirped:
“Hey Pop, what’s a weed
and seed neighborhood?”
In the D.O.J.’s words:
“Operation Weed and Seed is
a joint federal, state and local coordinated
law enforcement and community initiative
that aims to prevent, control and reduce
violent crime, drug abuse and gang activity
in targeted high-crime neighborhoods across
the country... Sponsored by the United
States Department of Justice… the strateg y
involves… “weeding out” criminals…
[and] “seeding” [with] a variety of human
services.”
I certainly appreciate any effort
to “bring a variety of human services” to our neighborhood with the
hope of “restoring it through social

(Please see: Weeds, p4)

Weeds, cont.

and economic revitalization,” but
I’m left uneasy about the weeding
part. My neighbors, even the ones
involved in nefarious activities, are
not weeds.
Imagine the indignation if an
effort to combat domestic violence,
drug use, underage drinking, driving under the influence, creative tax
filing, embezzling, insider trading...
“This is a Weed neighborhood”
signs began popping up in Avon or
Glastonbury; given the paucity of
poverty in much of non-urban Connecticut “seeding” would seem to be
superfluous.
I yank those loathsome morning
glories out of my garden scornful
that they strangled a tomato seedling before it could bear fruit. Like
a floral psychopath I expose their
roots and hope that they will wither
and die. While I don’t use herbicides
because of the damage they do to innocent bystanders- ie my tomatoes,
I’m not above using this European
flame throwing device I bought online to burn weedlings before they
get too big. I have no remorse.
I don’t want this for the kid down
my street who sells pot and steals
bikes; I’m sure you don’t want this
for the kid down your street who
steals dad’s beer or the mom who
drives home from happy hour a bit
too happy. Of course I’m not defending
anti-social behavior but I am questioning the effectiveness of “weeding”
people and the merits of the metaphor.
An awful lot of the people here
have been weeded before. Like my
pernicious morning glories they
keep coming back, and like my
morning glories they are beautiful
despite their mistakes and regardless of how I feel about them. The
tragedy here is that when someone
is uprooted from the neighborhood
and discarded into the criminal
justice system the entire community
suffers in the long run when that

person returns to the neighborhood
with a Scarlet C on their lapel that
shows up every time they try to
get a job. A criminal record drastically erodes the employability of my
neighbors who have been “weeded,”
limiting their options to below
poverty waged menial work- if they
are lucky; or the illicit work that may
have gotten them “weeded” in the
first place.
More troubling, though, is this
metaphor. What makes a morning
glory a weed in my garden but a
beautiful flower on my neighbor’s
trellis is placement. I don’t want
the morning glories in my garden
any longer. They are unwelcome
and they are sucking nutrients away
from my tomatoes and beets. In
short they are trespassing. Moreover,
because of my experience with a few
morning glories in
my garden I now
have difficulty
seeing morning
glories as anything but weeds.
Weeds are
tolerated, and
have their best
chance of growing
to maturity, in unwanted, unused,
or out of the way
places and spaces:
the sidewalk

crack, the freeway meridian,
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the vacant lot- and even the
gutters of the Purple House that are
beyond my reach. This all brings me
back to Alisa, Jamariah and the rest
of the kids we bring to Voluntown
for what Thoreau called a “draught
of undiluted morning air”. On several occasion this summer our kids
were approached by white strangers
on the beach at Beach Pond and
told they were trespassing. If any of
the white suburban people reading
this have had their child accused
of trespassing by a Black or Brown
stranger at the carousel in Bushnell
Park, the Riverfront Park in north
Hartford, the XL Center, Union Station, the Children’s Medical Center
or some other public location in
Hartford please let me know.
Over the last few years we have
noticed growing numbers of Black
and Brown people on the beach,
none of them told our kids they
were trespassing. Not coincidentally,
this year we have taken a few white
kids with us- none of them were accused of trespassing. The Black and
Brown kids were singled out because
they are Black and Brown- because
they had left the unwanted and out
of the way place of our society- the
inner city- they had become weeds.
Eastern Connecticut has diversified significantly during the last
twenty years with the rise of the
casinos which have provided low
skilled, and low waged, work (with

(Please see: Weeds, p5)

Christopher J. Doucot

Back in March during the conclave my friend David O’Brien
mused that the times we are living
in bear striking similarity to the late
1950’s. Being perhaps the foremost
historian of Catholicism in America
of his generation I figured he was
going somewhere with this so I
prodded him by saying: “So what?”
To wit he said something along the
lines of “Well, the conclave of ‘58
produced John XXIII...”
We all know that John XXIII
called for Vatican II so he could
“throw open the windows of the Church
so that we can see out and the people can
see in.” Six months into the papacy
of Francis it appears to me that
Francis is meekly kicking down
the doors of the Church. Vatican
II produced a number of papal
encyclicals which, remarkably,
brought about tremendous change
in church practice and theology. I
say remarkably because who among
you has ever read a papal encycli-

Weeds, cont.
transportation) for many city folks
who have struggled to find employment with changes in our economy,
insufficient public transportation,
inadequate education, and the aforementioned ongoing consequences of
the drug war. The presence
of
Black and Brown people is
tolerated so long as they stay
on the trellis and out of the
garden: mopping floors and
parking cars is okay, swimming in the pond- not so
much.
To be fair most folks
don’t seem to care about
our kids one way or another
and, there have been as
many folks who have made
an effort to welcome the
kids as there have been self

Vatican III?

cal? With the generation of priests
and bishops inspired by Vatican
II passing away the lived legacy of
Vatican II is dissipating. With few
Catholics familiar with the teachings in Gaudium Et Spes, Dignitatis
Humanae, Pacem in Terris, or Mater
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et Magistra the windows opened by
John XXIII have mostly been closed
over the last twenty years.
The result has been a retrenchment of a hierarchy centered understanding of the church. A mortal weakness of this vision of the
church is revealed by the bishop’s
dreadful, and at times criminal,
mishandling of child abuse in the
church. Seeking to “avoid scandal,”
i.e. “protect the church,” i.e. “protect the bishops” the abuse of children by priests, nuns, brothers and
teachers affiliated with the church
was covered up for decades.
Francis has rejected this thinking. In a recent interview with
America magazine he said: “We should
not even think, therefore, that ‘thinking
with the church’ means only thinking with
the hierarchy of the church.”
Francis’ vision of the church is
“that of the holy, faithful people of God.”
If the bishops, John Paul II and
Benedict had embraced this under-

(Please See: Vatican III, p7)
proclaimed gardeners of humanity
who have sought to weed them out.
Unfortunately, life is not as neat as
math; the welcomers don’t cancel
out the DIY racist social engineers.
If you put a teaspoon of salt in my
coffee, a teaspoon of sugar is not
going to make it better.

When I was a kid growing up in
Malden, Mass few folks had flower
gardens for me to purloin fleeting
bits of beauty from; we did have
plenty of weeds though. So one
summer I picked my mom a bouquet
of lavender pomps of clover, delicate Queen Ann’s lace, chalky blue
chicory, school bus yellow
dandelions, and bold blackeyed Susans. Mom asked why
I was giving her a Yogi Bear
jelly jar full of weeds: maybe
it was the presentation, maybe
it was the perspective?
These days I have been
presenting the people of Voluntown with a beautiful bouquet of American humanity,
it’s a damn shame that some
of them suffer from beauty
blindness- they must live in
an awfully ugly world. W

Stop the Trans Pacific Partnership

Da n He u e r

Soon the U.S. Congress will vote
on the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) which is proposed to be the
largest corporate trade agreement in
U.S. history. It is slated to cover onethird of global trade and 40 percent
of the world’s economic output.
When it goes into effect, it will engage twelve countries bordering the
Pacific Ocean and serve as a “docking agreement” for other countries
to join in the future. The TPP
seems designed to support
corporate interests rather than
a sustainable and dignified life
for all.
If the TPP is negotiated
openly and fairly it has the
potential to be beneficial for our
country. However, if it is passed
in its present form it will be
harmful to most Americans and
to the citizens of many other
countries, especially the poor.
It is currently being negotiated behind closed doors by
the Obama Administration and
twelve Pacific Rim countries. Six
hundred U.S. corporate representatives are taking part in the negotiations but members of Congress are
not allowed access to the negotiations. Most previous trade agreements have been negotiated with
input from Congress.
THIS SECRETIVE APPROACH IS PERILOUS.
Powerful corporate interests want
to use the TPP to:
- Offshore good-paying jobs
to low-wage nations and undercut
working conditions globally and
further reduce wages in the United
States;
- Create new tools for attacking
environmental, health, labor and
consumer safety standards;
- Expand the deregulation of
banks, hedge funds and insurance
companies;
- Further concentrate global food

supplies, displacing family farmers
and subjecting consumers to wild
price fluctuations;
- Institute longer patents that
restrict access to affordable, generic
medications.
Reflecting on the expansion of
free-trade agreements such as the
TPP over the years, the leadership of
Maryknoll, the American Catholic
international missionary organization, recently developed a statement

based on the impact these agreements Trans Pacific Partnership Bill
Contains Perilous Provisions have
had on the lives of the people with
whom missioners live and work.
Rather than experiencing benefits
from trade liberalization and intense
promotion of international trade,
the most impoverished people and
the environment bear the burden.
In many countries missioners have
seen good laws meant to protect
the worker and the environment
weakened or ignored. They have
witnessed the destruction of whole
sectors of economies in which poor
people were participating, such as
small-scale and subsistence farming
and locally owned businesses.
An example of this has taken
place in Ecuador. In the 1960s Texaco, now Chevron Oil Corporation,
drilled for oil in the Ecuadorian rain
forest. They left enormous amounts
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of oil waste behind which ruined a
portion of the rain forest the size of
Rhode Island. This wreaked havoc
on the local indigenous people.
They sued Chevron in an Ecuadorian Court and Chevron was ordered to pay the people $27 billion.
Under the terms of a US/ Ecuador
trade agreement Chevron appealed
to legal trade tribunal which had the
power to override the Court ruling.
It absolved Chevron from paying
the fine leaving the indigenous
people with no recourse and no
remuneration for their devastated land.
Information from leaked
texts of the TPP negotiations shows that many provisions that would be upsetting
to most Americans are being
included by the corporations.
These would include recourse
by corporations to the type of
legal tribunals mentioned above
in Ecuador. The US Constitution grants the Congress the
authority to have oversight over
trade agreements. President Obama
is asking the Congress to give up its
authority under a FAST TRACK
procedure. The only way that the
TPP will be passed in its present
form will be if Congress grants the
FAST TRACK request.
It is urgent that Congress deny
this request so that members of
Congress may exercise oversight
over this trade agreement.
PLEASE CALL YOUR US
SENATORS AND HOUSE CONGRESS PERSON AND URGE
THEM TO VOTE NO REGARDING THE PRESIDENT’S
REQUEST FOR FAST TRACK
AuTHORITY REGARDING THE
TRANS PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP
TRADE AGREEMENT BILL.
Call the US Capitol Switchboard 888-291-9824 and ask for
the office of each Senator and
Congressperson.W

Quips by Francis
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$ “A savage capitalism has taught the logic of profit at any cost, of giving in order to get, of exploitation without
thinking of people... and we see the results in the crisis we are experiencing.” - May 21, 2013
J Gay people should be integrated into society instead of ostracized, Pope Francis told journalists after his weeklong trip to Brazil. Answering a question about reports of homosexuals in
the clergy, the pope answered, “If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord and has good will, who am I to
judge?” -July 29, 2013
N So, said the Pope, “the word of the Gospel does not authorize the use of force to spread the faith. It is ‘just
the opposite: the true strength of the Christian is the power of truth and love, which leads to the renunciation of all
violence. Faith and violence are incompatible”. -August 18, 2013
U “Poverty in the world is a scandal. In a world where there is so much wealth, so many resources to feed everyone, it is unfathomable that there are so many hungry children, that there are so many children without an education,
so many poor persons. Poverty today is a cry. We all have to think if we can become a little poorer, all of us have to
do this. How can I become a little poorer in order to be more like Jesus, who was the poor Teacher?” … Look, you
can’t speak of poverty without having experience with the poor. You can’t speak of poverty in the abstract: that doesn’t
exist. Poverty is the flesh of the poor Jesus, in that child who is hungry, in the one who is sick, in those unjust social
structures...” -June 7, 2013

Vatican III, cont.
standing of the church they would
have recognized that the abuse of
children was the “scandal” besmirching the image of the church
in the world.
“This church with which we should be
thinking is the home of all, not a small
chapel that can hold only a small group of
selected people. We must not reduce the bosom of the universal church to a nest protecting our mediocrity. And the church is
Mother; the church is fruitful. It must be.
You see, when I perceive negative behavior
in ministers of the church or in consecrated
men or women, the first thing that comes
to mind is: ‘Here’s an unfruitful bachelor’
or ‘Here’s a spinster.’ They are neither
fathers nor mothers, in the sense that they
have not been able to give spiritual life.”

Francis has not declared a third
Vatican Council, nor has he promulgated encyclicals to be read mostly
by those in a “small chapel”. Instead Francis has led by his humble
example: eschewing the pomp of his
office choosing his worn black shoes
mended by a cobbler friend over
ostentatious red loafers.
After receiving a letter from a
woman who was afraid that her
priest would not baptize the child
she was expecting because she became pregnant outside of marriage
he called the woman and offered to
baptize the baby himself. On Holy
Thursday he washed and kissed the
feet of young incarcerated women,
including a Muslim, in a service
where only male feet are “supposed”
to be washed. As a Jesuit Francis
is not doubt a brilliant and highly

educated man. He is more than
capable of writing intricate theological treatises but he did not choose
Ignatius as his papal name. He
chose Francis, a humble ascetic who
befriended Muslims during a time of
Holy War (sic), a son of wealth who
embraced Jesus’ lesson to the Rich
Young Man, a man who understood
humanity’s place in the cosmos next
to Brother Moon and Sister Sun and
among the other creatures of God’s
litter.
Francis, a humble man who takes
the bus and carries his own bag,
seems to have embraced the maxim
attributed to his namesake: “preach
the gospel daily, use words when necessary.”
May all people of good will follow his unpretentious example and
may the doors and windows of the
church never be closed again. W

Notes, cont.
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wonderful individuals who
the problem was, if not blockages
brought school supplies and
to the heart, he shrugged and said
“over work and stress”. When I asked bags.
Just as the backpack dust settled
him what should be done he said “I
we made a trip to the ocean with
we
held a celebration for our twendon’t
know....better
find
a
primary
some of the littles, we made duct tape
care physician.” (ed. note 2: $33,000 tieth anniversary. Many thanks to
wallets, we made princess crowns
buys some great advice, huh?)
Nancy Boone who chaired the comout of lace doilies (thanks to Buba
As soon as we got home from the mittee, and to Denise Weeks, Gene
LaChappelle), we played kickball and
hospital it was time to move out of
Flynn, Karen Hebert, Cathy and Liz
we ate tons of grilled food. The best
part....not one fight....not even a time camp. Unfortunately because we lost Woods, Srs Elaine and Betty....and
a week in the hospital most of the
especially Rev. Bob Hooper and his
out!; the worst part...kids begging
amazing wife/sidekick
me the day after they got
Priscilla and their son
home to PLEEEEEASE
Robbie for cooking and
let them go back down to
donating the entire meal.
camp. Well to be honest...
A crowd of about 250
the worst part was two
folks gathered at St.Isaac
campers pooping in their
Jouges in East Hartford.
pants and NOT TELLING
Tim Shriver gave a great
ANYONE. Find the Crap
talk about unconditional
Pants is not a game any
LOVE. We premiered a
of you ever want to play,
film about the Hartford
trust me.
Catholic Worker made by
In August Chris and I
our own Gary DeMichele
went to visit friends at the
with special assistance
Cape and returned home
from the lovely and
in a state of panic. Chris
talented Sarah Karas.
was sharing with our
Joe Hamilton roasted/
friend, who is a nurse,
honored Chris. My dear
that he has been having
friend John Pendleton
severe headaches with
said more kind things of
increasing intensity and
me than were true. Andy
duration. After asking
Piefer led the crowd in a
lots of other questions,
toast and singing happy
she took his blood presbirthday to our own
sure. The number on
Jacque line Allen-Doucot
Brian Kavanagh who has
the bottom was practicounselors
could
not
help.
Micah
ralturned 70. A DJ provided great lights
cally stroke level. The next day we
returned home and Chris tried to get lied a few friends, and Ammon, Bri- and music. A good time was had by
an appointment at the clinic for low an, Chris, Pearl, Raquel and I worked all.
The dust never really settles
income people to get it checked out. nonstop for 3 days. We are very
grateful
to
Bonnie
and
Kelly
(great
around here to be honest. It has been
He came home chagrined after being
chefs from our Saturday program)
very busy and it is easy to keep rolltold that the clinic was not taking
for coming over to help with laundry ing along, but we know that it is time
new patients. Needless to say I put
my foot down and off we went for a and unloading! Nancy K. from VPT to make some changes.
Chris’s health scare (and an
12 hour wait in the emergency room. was wonderful help as well.
We got back from camp just in
invitation to co-author a book with
What followed were four of the
time for Chris to drive Ammon back a professor he studied with at Yale)
scariest days of our lives. Chris
to Goshen and begin teaching his
has given us pause. We are praying
ended up failing a stress test, but
classes
at
CCSU
and
UH
the
day
he
about how to take a bit of a break
he passed an angiogram with flying
colors. The doctor who administered got home from Indiana. Then it was from the 7 day a week, 24 hour a day
time to load over 100 backpacks for need that sometimes accompanies
the angiogram, though, was less
life at Clark Street. For example, just
than helpful. He came into the room the new school year. Gracias to St.
Anne’s,
St
Helena’s,
St.
James
Episthis morning I answered a knock
for about four and a half seconds to
talk to us while Chris was still under copal and Corpus Christi as well as at the door while I was still in my
pajamas. Standing at our threshold
anesthetics. When I asked him what the Cruz-Uribes and all the other

was an apologetic and embarrassed
woman who had soiled herself. We
didn’t know the woman but she
knew that our home was a safe place
to go in “an emergency,” so while I
welcomed her in and showed her to
the shower Chris looked for a pair of
pants that might fit her.
Brian has had great success at
taking the advice of Sr. Lorraine, the
amazing nun that tried to help us
figure out how to keep the ministry
going without running ourselves
into the ground. He heads to bed
early and puts the noise machine
on to block the sound of the door
and phone. He walks regularly and
spends quality time away from the
house. Living here defines our work

Waiting

and relationships in the neighborhood; we are trying to be good
neighbors not good social workers. Nonetheless, living in one of
America’s poorest neighborhoods
while having- and sharing- access to
wealth, food, furniture, opportunity,
education and other resources takes
an emotional, spiritual and physical
toll. To put a spin on Jesus’ command
to love our neighbors it is apparent
that Chris and I need to figure out a
way to love ourselves as much as we
love our neighbors.
Dorothy Day certainly understood this need. We kept her recently
published diaries in the bathroom
for a year and were amazed to read
how often she stayed somewhere
other than the Catholic Worker. At
first we were flabbergasted, next
we were a bit indignant, but now,

All night long, the milk sits in the fridge, discerning
its thoughts inside the clear glass. The best ones
rise to the top during the dark hours and leave a thick inch
of cream in the neck of the jar. I know this, for I have
tasted it half-guiltily, dipping a spoon into the white richness,
and felt it on my own lips in the morning before I shook
the jar, undoing the work of an entire night.
This milk comes to me as a gift, a message that springs up
from the ground. The cow chews her cud, ruminating,
staring at something beyond me.

I think, we are relieved and feeling 9
justified in trying to figure out a way
to take a break so that we can continue to do this work and live this life
without worrying about my husband
having a heart attack. Please keep us
in your prayers as we discern how to
go forward.
Finally, if you have ever wanted
to see what goes on here please go to
our website, www.hartfordcatholicworker.org and check out the video
we debuted at the party. If you like
what you see share it with a friend
and consider sharing a bit of your
time, talent and treasure with this
portion of the Beloved Community
as we seek to banish the “not yetness”
of the Kingdom while rejoicing in its
“alreadyness”.
Keep us in your prayers, as you
are always remembered in ours!W

Jacq ue li n e Alle n-Doucot

Notes, cont.

I stand at the stove, making yogurt in the large kettle,
stirring the warm milk. The kingdom of God
is like unto this yogurt. Perhaps it will not happen
this time- the slow thickening, the culture multiplying
like yeast. I tap the dish impatiently, watching the milk slosh
and ripple. Yet when the sun rises, everything is still. I scoop
out yogurt for breakfast, my best thought waiting in top.
-Eileen R. Kinch

reprinted from Gathering the Silence
available at www.finishinglinepress.com

$ “Not from your own do you bestow upon the poor man, but you make return from what is his. For what has been given
as common for the use of all, you appropriate to yourself alone. The earth belongs to all, not to the rich.” -St. Ambrose c. 386 C.E.
$ “God has given you many things to possess, not in order thatyou may use them up for fornication, drunkeness, gluttony,
costly clothes, and other forms of soft living, but in order that you may distribute to the needy.” -St. John Chrysostom c. 386 C.E.

(860) 724-7066

Hartford, CT 06120

18 Clark St.
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Jacqueline Allen-Doucot

Although it is mid September my
perfect procrastination skills have allowed me to avoid writing the “House
Article” for the newsletter again, this
despite my editor following
me home and pressuring me.
Five weeks late and he starts
bugging me. No more Facebook until the job is done....
so here are the highlights
(and a few lows) to share
with you what went on....
In June Ammon arrived
from Goshen College and
spent a week sleeping on
the couch and eating junk
food to rest up before he
and Brian left for 3 weeks
in Ireland. They had been
planning this trip since Ammon was 4...and it lived up
to all of their expectations.
They hit every major city and
crashed with Kerry Brennan
in Cork! The best part was
Ammon winning a spoken
word contest in Limerick; the worst...
Brian passing out, from dehydration
and improper re-hydration after
a long peace march, and leaving a
chunk of his tooth in the old sod.
In early July Juan arrived from
Mexico for a summer internship.
Brian spent about 18 hours at the
airport waiting to pick him up after
his flight was delayed by an erupting
volcano. Juan was a bit disappointed
not to be able to shop the outlets

and hang out in New York City. We
were disappointed that he was not a
Catholic Worker as promised. Our
compromise position was to put him
in charge of watering the flowers and

All Hail Princess Alisa

letting him leave for shopping/NY
City a week before his commitment
was over.
Christina was able to negotiate a
deal with Ammon where they split
their time between the Green House
and Camp. Both are lifeguards! The
best thing? We were blessed with
safe swimming; Ammon’s grace /
gratitude at dinner every night was
“thank God nobody drowned today.”

The WORST THING EVER...after unexpected pressure from her parents
Christina moved back home to work
with her dad. In an effort to honor
her commitment to the Catholic
Worker and also appease
her parents we get to have
her two and a half days a
week. We should be happy to
have her at all.
We were able to employ
Micah at camp until his
arm healed up enough to
get “a real job” as he would
say. He is working at the
Tavern right behind the old
Civic Center (now the XL).
The best part....he is back
in school at Central Connecticut State U; the worst
part....he needs to have
another surgery on his arm
in a month or so.
We hosted more than fifty
children at camp this year. It
was wonderful. Our grocery
bill was about $650.00 per
week, not including ice cream. We
painted a few murals, swam, caught
fish, went to movies, made s’mores,
read books, and kayaked. Thanks
to Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, St. Peter Claver, Corpus
Christi, St. Timothy’s and the Aetna
Foundation we were able to keep bellies full, bodies protected and souls
nourished. Among other activities
(Please see: Notes, p8)

